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Gibrat'sLaw for(All)Cities: Reply
By Jan Eeckhout*

Moshe Levy (2009) raises questions about the fitof the very upper tail of the city size distri
bution inEeckhout (2004). More specifically, he is unsure about whether the upper tail fits the
lognormal distribution. Basing his findings primarily on a graphical interpretation,he seeks to
show that the conclusions of the analysis do not apply to the upper tail of the size distribution. In
this reply, I show that themethod on which his conclusion is based is unsubstantiated.
The main confusion arises from the peculiarities of the log-log plot. The log-log plot is a
commonly used method to visually inspect fat-tail distributions. I show that seemingly similar

patterns on log-log plots have radically different interpretationsdue to the logarithmic scaling
and the fact that the tail of the distribution is indeed lognormal. In addition, themethodology
used to estimate a truncated subsample of the distribution while testing its significance against
a distribution with prespecified parameters is ill-founded. The main conclusion is thatGibrat's
law continues to hold: city sizes follow a proportionate growth process, and this gives rise to a
lognormal size distribution,with a lognormal upper tail included.
The confusion surrounding the interpretationof the log-log plot is quite natural.My own first
reaction after seeing Levy's Figure 1was that the upper tail does not fit the lognormal. The value
of his comment and this debate is therefore to draw attention to the peculiarities of the log-log
plot and themethods of analyzing fat-tail distributions. This is especially relevant now, when
log-log plots are widely used in differentfields and in the popular press.1
Finally, this reply also highlights the consistency of a lognormal distributionwith Zipf's law.
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tion. Because Pareto distributions are much simpler analytically, itmay thereforebe useful to
focus on Pareto distributions when studying the very upper tail of a distribution.
I. The Upper Tail Is Lognormal
The empirical observations of the large city sizes are within the confidence bands of the log
normal estimates. We use the confidence bands generated by theLilliefors testwith a 5 percent
significance level, a two-sided goodness-of-fit test suitable when a fully specified null distribu
tion is unknown and itsparameters must be estimated. The Lilliefors test statistic is the same as
for theKolmogorov-Smirnov test,and it tests the fitof thedata with the normal distribution with

sample mean and variance. We choose a confidence interval of 5 percent and show that the tail
of the distribution iswell within this tight interval. For the upper tail (the top two percentiles),
Figure 1plots thepredicted lognormal cumulative distribution function (CDF) with sample mean
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and variance, the data on city size, and the confidence bands. Observe that the vertical distance
between the predicted distribution and the bands is constant.
How can we reconcile this finding with Levy's (2009) claim that the tail does not fit the
lognormal distribution? By considering a logarithmic scale for the rank, the corresponding
differences between the data and the estimated rank blow up out of proportion for low-rank
observations. The low-rank observations correspond to the larger cities and hence the appar
ent lack of fit for the upper tail. The way to read the confidence bands is that a value gener
ated by the Lilliefors test of 0.0056 above or below the predicted lognormal CDF $( ) ($( ) ?
0.0056) translates in this case of a sample size of 25,359 into a band of ranks of ?142 (which
is equal to 25,359 x 0.0056). If your predicted rank is, say, 10,000, then the confidence bands
are [9,858; 10,142].And here the logarithmic scale kicks in. For large enough rank R, the confi
dence bands do not show since \n(R? 142) ? lnR. Since for large R the scale "glues" the data
to the predicted distribution as well as the bands, Levy (2009) concludes that the "lognormal
fits extremely well." However, for small R, the bands fan out since ln(R + 142) ? lnl42. For
=
1, the bands are given by ln(l + 142) = 4.96. This is illustrated inFigure 2.
example, forR

For low rank, the logarithmic scale exacerbates the differences between the predicted distribu
tion and the data, even if the data are well within the bands and close in terms of the linear
distance, as inFigure 1.The fact that for low rank both curves fan out thereforecannot be taken
as evidence that the lognormal fitbreaks down.

To further illustrate that this is an artefact of the logarithmic scale of rank, we now show in
Figure 3 thatLevy's conclusion should also be reached for any part of the distribution, and not
just for the upper tail. To thatpurpose, we also perform Levy's analysis for the inverse of rank
of sizes, i.e., the smallest cities are ranked 1 and NY city is ranked 25,359. While in Figure 2
the confidence bands (and the data) were very close to the predicted distribution in the lower
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tail, those confidence bands now fan out because of the impact of the logarithmic scale on the
inverse

rank.

Given that the log-log plot ismisleading at low-rank observations, we should also observe a
similar pattern in themiddle of the distribution, provided we truncate the distribution. Suppose,
for example, we truncate the size distribution and drop all cities above themedian observation
(12,679 out of 25,359) and we assign rank equal to one to themedian city (which happens tohave
a population of 2,758 ) and rank 12,679 to the smallest city.Then a log-log plot inFigure 4 of the

lefthalf of the data, togetherwith the predicted distribution and confidence bands, should show
a similar "fanning" out of thebands near the lower-ranked cities (i.e., at the intersectionwith the
horizontal axis). This fanning out is not apparent, but it is there: the upper bound of themedian
city is at 4.96 (nearly half the vertical scale) higher, but ithappens to coincide with the vertical
log-log plot. The reason it is not apparent is due to the fact that there are so many observations
in themiddle of the distribution and therefore the log-log plot is nearly vertical. As a result, a
vertical transformation appears as a perfectly coinciding.
If the lognormal is rejected in the upper tail, itmust also be rejected inmany other parts of
the distribution. In contrast, the author argues that lognormality is accepted everywhere else:
"[...] the lognormal distribution indeed provides an excellent fit to the empirical data for 99.4
percent of the size range [...]", Levy (2009, 1).Using the same logic for the entire distribution,
either itapplies at the upper tail and everywhere else, or itapplies nowhere.

issues raised by Levy (2009) are instructive because they point
Log-log Plot Caveats.?The
out some peculiarities of log-log plots. Log-log plots are widely used inmany fields (finance,
computer science, engineering), and they are often used to derive conclusions about the fitof an
empirical distribution. Four caveats are worth keeping inmind:
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log scale heavily distorts low-rank observations: the scale blows up bounds and
deviations for very few observations at low ranks; the opposite is true for high-rank

1. The

observations.

2. The data are heavily concentrated in themiddle of thedistribution. The very casual observer
may be (wrongly) led to believe that nearly half of the observations do not fit the distribu
tion. Figure 2 indicates that all observations between log rank 0 and 5 (on a full domain of
0-10) do not fit the distribution. As it turnsout, this is the case foronly 150 of 25,359 obser
vations. On the horizontal axis of Figure 2, those 150 observations span log size between 12
and 16.This concentration bias is symmetric. There are also only 150 observations between

log size 0 and 4. Therefore, 25,059 observations are concentrated between log size 4 and 12,
half the length of the horizontal axis.

3.

Log-log plots are very uninformative for parts of the distribution with a high density and
a large number of observations. For high-density sizes in large sample distributions, the
log-log plot is nearly vertical. Even if the confidence bands are plotted, they are hardly dis
tinguishable from predicted distribution, since they are a vertical transformation.

4. A biased representation similar to the log-log plot occurs with a normal probability plot,
where the deviations in the middle of the distribution are not picked up. In the normal
probability plot, however, at least the bias is symmetric and it can readily be seen that a
similar lack of fitoccurs at the bottom of the distribution. Adding the confidence bands to
the normal probability plot leads to a similar fanning out in the tails.
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With these caveats inmind, and even though the objective of thisReply is not to propose solu
tions for estimating Pareto distributions, it is worth using alternative tools beyond the log-log
plot for inferring informationabout Pareto distributions. Using an experiment,Michel Goldstein,
Steven Morris, and Gary Yen (2004) point out the inaccuracies of using graphical methods for
fittingto a power law distribution. A linear fiton the log-log scale of an ordered sample is biased.2
They show thatusing a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is farmore robust, and develop
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov type test inwhich the power-law exponent is estimated using maximum
likelihood estimation.

II.

Lognormal

Data

and Pareto

Tails

Even ifGibrat's law holds and the distribution is lognormal, we may be interested in analyzing
the tails in isolation. The tails are important, for example, because each observation represents
a large population. The fact that the tail fits the lognormal does notmean that it cannot also fit

the Pareto at the same time. The lognormal tail in the limit becomes hard to distinguish from a
Pareto tail. In other words, there is littlepower in a test thatdistinguishes between thePareto and
the tail of a lognormal distribution.

2
In fact, they point out that the linear OLS estimate based on the data not including the tail observations
ismore
accurate than the full linear regression. This corrects for the sample bias of few tail observations disproportionately
affecting the slope of the estimate.
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To see this, observe that, for a lognormal distribution with a large enough standard deviation
a linear
(as is the case for the city size data), both thePareto and the lognormal distribution have
a
is
has
that
The
Pareto
Mitzenmacher
given by
logdensity
logdensity (Michael
2003).
lnf(x)

?

?(a

?

l)lnx 4- ak +

Ina,

whereas the lognormal has a logdensity

- (ln*~^
= - Inx ln/(jc)
ln(V2^a)
2<j

.

The logdensity of the Pareto is linear in lnx, and so is the logdensity of the lognormal for large
a, which renders the tails indistinguishable. Both distributions are regularly varying,3 i.e., they
are heavy-tailed, and their tails have similar properties. Robert Daris and Lucio Torelli (2000)
denote theWeibull factor of a distribution F(x) as W = x d/dx [ln(? InF(x))],4 and show that
W ~ 1/lnjc for thePareto distribution and W ~ 2/lnjc for the lognormal.
It is natural, then, that the upper tail of city sizes can be fit to a Pareto distribution.After all,
Zipf 's law has repeatedly been shown to hold for the largest cities,5 and itestablishes thatone can
not reject that the tail of thedistribution isPareto. Gabaix and Yannis Ioannides (2004) propose an
unbiased estimate for the regression of log rank on log size thatcorrects for thebias in the log-log
representation.Using Monte Carlo simulations, they show that theOLS coefficient in the range
that is usually considered for city size distributions is biased downward and the standard errors are
underestimated by a large factor.Kwok Tong Soo (2005) makes an exhaustive comparison for73
countries, and using OLS, he finds thatZipf's Law holds for20 countries.
Given that the tail of a lognormal is indistinguishable from the Pareto under certain circum
stances, the researcher who is interested in the tail properties of a size distribution can choose
which one to use. The Pareto distribution is very appealing theoretically for its simple functional
form.That makes thePareto distribution a useful tool in analyzing size distributions of population
or any other relevant economic variable. In the context of executive compensation, for example,

Gabaix and Augustin Landier (2008) focus on the tail properties of the earnings distribution.Using
thePareto distribution allows for closed-form derivations which would be much harder with the
lognormal distribution, a complicated three-parameter function (mean, variance, and truncation).
The Pareto distribution is an extremely useful tool for analytical tractability,while fitting thedata
for the largestobservations, and while continuing to be consistentwith proportional growth.
Focusing on the tail per se can thereforebe valuable. However, themethod employed inLevy
(2009) for refuting the lognormal in favor of the Pareto has a number of shortcomings,mainly
due to the fact that it ignores part of all available data:
1. The data are available and are part of the distribution that is being estimated. Unlike the
case of metropolitan areas, the data are not censored below a given size (100,000 in the
case ofmetropolitan areas (MAs)). In those cases of censored data, one may estimate the
properties of a tail, derived from a larger,unobserved distribution. Here, however, the data
of the entire distribution are observed. Only half a percent of all observations are used.

3
A positive function is regularly varying at oo of index a

if

lim4rr-=rV>0.
4
For theWeibull distribution, theWeibull factor is constant.
5
See, among many others, George Zipf (1949) and Xavier Gabaix

(1999).
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2. How should one interpretLevy's (2009) comparison of a given lognormal distribution (with
= 7.28 and o =
p
1.75) to the Pareto? It is not a test of the lognormal against Pareto, but
rathera testof significance of the lognormal with prespecified parameters against "anything
other than that" (including another lognormal or a mixture of lognormals). The estimate of
a subsample is bound to yield a better fit than the fit for the same subsample estimated on
the entire sample. The subsample estimate is less constrained, as itdoes not have tofit the cen
sored data. Using this logic, one could furtherpartition the subsample of 150 observations and
=
reject thefitof thePareto proposed by Levy (2009) (withestimated coefficient a
1.3542) to
a
a
an
even
some
<
estimate
with
better
fit
for
N
150.
different
generate

3. With all the data available, and given thatone nonetheless does notwant to use all data, the
question arises what the appropriate truncation point is.The choice of the truncationpoint
becomes endogenous and can be chosen subjectively to favor one hypothesis over another.
Should we repeat the exercise forall possible truncationpoints and stopwhere thedeviation
from the lognormal is biggest? This resembles pre-testing in standard regression analysis,
and it iswell known thatpre-testing leads to biased estimates.
III. The Economics ofPopulation Dynamics
The consistent finding is thatpopulation growth across cities is proportionate, and in the light
ofGibrat's law, it is not surprising that the ensuing distribution is lognormal.Moreover, the log
normal tail and thePareto tail are hard to distinguish, thus corroborating Zipf's law.
The relevance of understanding the properties of the size distribution derives from the light it
sheds on the economic dynamics thatdrive population mobility. That allows us to evaluate how
policy interventions like transportation subsidies or local taxes will affect prices, mobility, and
ultimately welfare. The contribution of "Gibrat's Law for (All) Cities" (Eeckhout 2004) is that
shocks to theTFP (total factor productivity) of local economies can induce population mobility
that is consistent with Gibrat's law. The economic mechanism, driven by economic shocks trans
lated through the general equilibrium price mechanism in the labor and housing markets induces
population dynamics that are consistent with those empirically observed. Recent research con
firms that those economic mechanisms are consistent with the data. For example, Morris Davis
and Francois Ortalo-Magne
(2007) find that the household expenditure share on housing is
over
constant
time
and across US metropolitan areas. Using an equilibrium model
remarkably
that builds on Eeckhout (2004), they estimate the expenditure share on housing at 0.24 and
evaluate the quality of life and welfare across cities.
Such findings based on Gibrat's law are importantfor economic policy because we can readily

measure the impact of policies on house prices, mobility, and welfare. Hopefully, this reply clari
fies that the effortin furtheranalyzing those economic mechanisms of population dynamics iswell
spent.The analysis ofGibrat's law forcities is built on solid ground and it is a robust startingpoint for
furthercontributions to theunderstanding of the economic driving forces of population dynamics.
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